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RESULTS OF EVALUATIONS OF SUBSYSTEMS
RESULTS OF INTEGRATED SYSTEMS EVALUATIONS
* COMPONENT EVALUATIONS RESULTS
Ii






SHUTTLE ORBITER CRYOGENIC SUPPLY SYSTEMS
* LIFE SUPPORT SUPPLY SYSTEM
(INCLUDING ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL ASPECTS}
* POWER GENERATION
- FUEL CELL SUPPLY SYSTEM
- AUXILIARY POWER UNIT SUPPLY SYSTEM
* PROPELLANT SUPPLY
- ORBIT INJECTION PROPULSION (ASCENT)
- ORBIT MANEUVER PROPULSION
- ALTITUDE CONTROL PROPULSION
- AIRBREATHING PROPULSION (INERTING ONLY)




TO PROVIDE SUFFICIENT BIN MATION AND RECOMWEDATIONS




SUFFICIENT INFORMATION TO ALLOW SELECTION OF REPRESEiATIVE
DESIGNS
@ DOCUNTATION AND DATA BANKS OF CRYOGENIC SUPPLY SYST
RELATED DATA AND INFORMATION
o DiVLOPWIEN OF AN %EGR&ATED NiATH M30DeL FOR SUPPOT CF
DESIGN PARAMETRIC DATA)
o PARA'TRIC DATA AM'SENSITMVIT STUDIES
EVALUATON O RSLATED TECH*LOGY STATUS
ROECOG
TASK 5- DOCUMENTATION OF WBS TASK 1.. 
TASK 6 - REPORTS AND REVIEWS




* REQUIREMENTS AND CRITERIA
· SUBSYSTEM EVALUATION



























a FAILURE MODE AND EFFECTS
AND CRITICALITY ANALYSIS
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SYSTEMS INTEGRATION & MISSION.
APPLICATION ANALYSIS
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tLU[WE E MAJOR STUDY CONCLUSIONS
O OPTIMIUM INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TEND TOWARDS MAXIMIZING ULIQUID STORAGE
* VACUUM JACKETING OF TANKS IS A MAJOR EFFECT ON INTEGRATED SYSTEMS
* SUBCRITICAL STORAGE ADVANTAGES OVER SUPERCRITICAL STORAGE
DECREASES AS THE QUANTITY OF PROPELLANT OR REACTANT DECREASES
0 SHUTTLE DUTY CYCLES ARE NOT SEVERE
* OPERATIONAL MODE HAS A SIGNIFICANT EFFECT ON RELIABILITY
0 COMPONENTS ARE AVAILABLE FOR MOST SUBSYSTEM APPLICATIONS





-~?- c~- nAPPLICABILITY TO CURRENT SHUTTLE CONCEPTS
CRYOGENIC RELATED SUBSYSTEMS FOR CURRENT SHUTTLE CONCEPT:
a ORBIT INJECTION SUPPLY
* FUEL CELL SUPPLY
0 LIFE SUPPORT SUPPLY
* PURGING, INERTING, AND PNEUMATIC SUPPLY
* CRYOGENIC COOLING (IF IMPLEMENTED)







APPROACH TO ORBIT MANEU
SUPPLY EVALUATIONS
VERING PROPELLANT
(NON I NTEG RATED)
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ORBIT MANEUVERING PROPULS ION SUPPLY
GHe PRESSURIZATION - DUAL TANKS
PUMP AT ENGINE - (ONE PROPELLANT
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ORBIT MANEUVERING PROPULSION SUPPLY
GHe PRESSURIZATION- DUAL TANKS
PUMP AT ENGINE (5 AND 12 PROPELLANT LOSSES)
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ORBIT MANEUVERING PROPULSION SUPPLY
GO2 /GH2 PRESSURIZATION - SINGLE TANKS
PUMP AT ENGINE




FEEDLINE SCHEMATIC - PUMPS AT THE TANKS
3i
175K 315K







'Q~ ~~OMPS PRESSURIZATION ANALYSES SUMMARY
VARIABLES:
- HELIUM AND PROPELLANT GASES
- I NLET TEMPERATURES -






- MASS AND ENERGY BALANCES
e PRESSURIZATION:
MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE
- HEAT TRANSFER BETWEEN ULLAGE AND TANK WALLS
D04924 HEAT ETE-RING TANs EXAM"INED FOR BOTH STORAGE AND BOILOFF
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RESULTS OF FEEDLINE CHILLDOWN COMPUTATIONS
I nlet/Out letFeed Mean Li ne net/Outlet Chilldown Chi Illdown Estimated Maxi )
System Diameter Diameters Time Propellant Surge Pressure
Configuration (in.) Din.) (sec) (Ilb) (psia)I_(~~~~~~in.))
LH Forward 1.50 None 5.1 15.1 75.02
LH Forward 1.50 0.50/0.50 22.7 14.6 30.5
LH2 Aft 3.00 None 2.8 26.2 75.0
LH2 Aft 3.00 1.0011.00 12.5 22.0 30.5
LH2 Aft 1.00 None 4.2 3.9 75.0
LH2 Aft 1.00 0.2510.25 -70 3.8 28.5
LO2 2.71(2) None 5.0 32.0 150.0
L02 2.71(2) 0.2510.25 31.3 28.0 29.0
L02 1. 00 None 6.1 8.2 150.0




(I) Inlet Pressure = 25 psia
(2) Upstream Line Diameter = 2.00 in.
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OMPS PROPELLANT STORAGE SYSTEM
(168-HOUR MISSION)
COMPAR I SON
BASED ON LH2 OPTIMUM INSULATIOtf
OF 2 IN. SUPERFLOC IF SINGLE TAM
AND 2-1/4 IN. IF DUAL TANK
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SENSITIVITIES OF LINE SIZE, START TRANSIENT, AND LINE RECOVERY
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SENSITIVITIES OF LINE SIZE AND PROPELLANT RECOVERY
-L02 IN AFT TANKS (PUMP-AT-TANK)
RL-10 OR NEW TRANSIENT
I 1 I12 DUMPS 5 DUMPS
THRUST = 15,000 LB
ISP = 444 SEC
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SENSITIVITIES OF LINE SIZE, START TRANSIENT, AND LINE RECOVERY
-LH 2 IN AFT TANKS (PUMP-AT-ENGINE)
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·<2 PUMP1 4 MAINK START
-2 PUMP MN TANK TANK
CHILLDOW PRPELLA REFILL
-100 SEC ISETTLING TIME
START 5 SEC 4-5 SEC
TRANSFER .
2-3 SEC













VAPOR PRESSURE = 16 PSIA
MAIN TAN K 
~-PRESSURE
COLLAPSE
TIME (SEC) - NO SCALE
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NOTE: FOR THE DUAL TANK CASE, FREDLINE DIAMERS SIGNIFY:
C~KW POINT TO ENGINE INLgT.
TANK OUTIET TO C(MN POINT/
OpTDw
NUMBER FEEmINE
CASE TANK PP OF DIAMETER (IN.) ULLAGE UR (PSIA)
NO. CONFIGURATION LOCATION PRESSURANT DUMPS 02 H2 02 H2
GO2 1 3 3 1/2 36.8 23.4
1 SINGLE ENGINE AND 5 2 1/2 3 1/4 45.2 23.8
GH2 12 2 3 57.6 24.2
GO2 1 1 1 20.0 18.0
2 SINGLE TANK AND 5 1 1 20.0 18.0
GH2 12 1 1 20.0 18.0
1 3 3 1/2 36.8 23.4
3 SINGLE ENGINE GH. 5 2 1/2 3 1/4 47.2 23.8
12 2 3 57.6 24.2
1 1 1 20.0 18.0 
4 SINGLE TANK GBe 5 1 1 20.0 18.0
12 1 1 20.0 18.0
1 2/3 3/3 34.4 23.5
5 DUAL E]GINE GEe 5 2/3 3/3 34.4 23.5
12 2/3 3/3 34.4 23.5
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LOCKBNN 0 OMPS WEIGHT COMPARISON
(ALL COMPARISONS BASED ON Isp = 444, O/F = 5.0)
NwUMIER OF PROPELLANT FEEDUNE DUMPS
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .__ S5
SYSTEM NON- NON- NON-
WEIGHT VACUUM VACUUM VACUUM VACUUM VACUUM VACUUM
(LB) JACKETED JACKETED JACKETED JACKETED JACKETED JACKETED
0/ GH2 - SINGLE TANK DRY 3,249 2,517 3,423 2,669 3,676 2,915
PUMP AT ENGINE WET 32,357 31,716 32,825 32,152 33,542 32,871
GO2 /GH 2 - SINGLE TANK DRY 2,655 1,923 2,679 1.945 2,56 2,095
-PUMP AT ENGINE IDLE
MODE START WET 31,763 31, 122 31,936 31,408 32,722 32,051
G -G SINGLE TANK DRY 2,828 2,146 2,831 2, 138 2,834 2,145
PUMP AT TANK WET 31,550 30,910 31,545 30,894 31,684 31,035
GHo - SINGLE TANK DRY 2,657 1,961 2,715 2,021 2,812 2,112
PUMP AT ENGINE WET 31,500 30,947 31,707 31,150 32,079 31,507
GHe - SINGLE TANK DRY 2,407 1,665 2,403 1,663 2,408 1,65
* PUMP AT TANK WET 31,082 30,410 31,070 30,401 31, 211 30,538
. Gle - DUAL TANKS DRY 3,097 2,267 3,280 2,332 3,307 2,357
PUMP AT ENGINE WET 31,989 31,269 32,355 31,5 6 32,955 32, 112
CASCADE TANK DRY - - 3,273 2,604 - 2,679









CONCLUSIONS REGARDING ORBIT MANEUVERI NG PROPELLANT SUPPLY
....._I NI rNTEGRATED)
* PUMP-AT-TANK LOWER WEIGHT SYSTEM
* HELIUM PRESSURIZATION RESULTS IN LOWER PRESSURIZATION WEIGHTS
* GO2 / GH2 PRESSURIZATION:
SENSITIVITY TO DUTY CYCLE
USED ONLY WITH ORIENTED PROPELLANT
PROPELLANT ACQUISITION THERMAL PROBLEMS MORE SERIOUS
* VACUUM-JACKETED TANKS AND LINES HEAVIER, BUT PROTECT
REUSABLE INSULATION SYSTEMS
* FEEDUNE SIZING AND PROPELLANT CONSERVATION IMPORTANT
SENSITIVITIES
* USE OF CASCADE TANKS RESULTS IN WEIGHT PENALTY AS COMPARED
TO DUAL TANKS





















TANKAGE AND FEEDLINE ARRANGEMENT
(NA-R HCR ORBITER)
LH TANKAGE AND FEEDLINE ARRANGEMENT
(NA-R HCR ORBITER)15(31 E
____________X____________
t.__.,E_. L02 TANKAGE AND FEEDLINE ARRANGEMENT(MACDONNELL-DOUGLAS HCR ORBITER)
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~OCK,,E,, LH2 TANKAGE AND FEEDLINE ARRANGEMENT




COMMON VENT AND PRESSURIZATION LINES




IASCENT (_160K FOR H ) VENT CONTROL
WHEN ENGINE IS NC& RUNNING






















SEPARATE PRESSURIZATION AND VENT LINES
GROUND VENT CONTROL
ASCENT ( 160K for H2)
VENT CONTROL WHEN ENGINE
NOT RUNNING
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02 TANK SURFACE AREA (FT2 )
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2 -U FILL RATE
(3350 GPM)
on ._.._.. . .X . . ._ .I t . . .. IA _ A _ _ Al


















VAPOR AT SAT. TEMP.
0 2
----- H2
MAX FAST FILL RATES
LO2 : 3350 GAL/MIN (1 .9xl0 6 LB/H.)
LH2 : 11,970 GAL/MIN (.415x106 LB/Hit
M02 GAS = 1.958 LB/SEC 
MH2 GAS = 2.36 LB/SEC





-_ _Pi = 25 PSIA
Pi = 16 PSiA
Pi = 25 PSIA.
7.0 8.0
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GEOMETRIC EFFECTS ON LINE INLET PRESSURE - OXYGEN
160 1 1 0 0 i~,1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1
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SENSITIVITY OF ORBIT INJECTION .SUPPLY GO2 RESIDUALS TO
PRESSURANT INLET AND TEMPERATURE AND
INSULATION CONDUCTIVITY
200 300 400 500 600 700




































ORBIT INJECTION SUPPLY GH
PRESSURANT INLET AND 2
D INSULATION CONDUCTIVITY









RES I DUALS PER TANK)
PRESSURANT TEMPERATURE 7000 R
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PRESSURIZED WITH
INTERMITTENT FLOW
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LIQU ID-OXYGEN O R B I T INJECTION TANK
I
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SELF-PRESSURIZED
INSULATION - I INCH
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LSCLEE ONBOARD PREPRESSURI ZATIO N
INJECTION
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STORED GAS WEIGHT (LB) 0.7































OIPS FEEDLINE Cl-RCULATION EFFECTS MDAC- -
6YSTEM '(L = 76 FT)
LH2
10
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CIRCULATION FLOW RATE PER ENGINE/LI.NE LOOP (LI/SEC)
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CIRCULATION LINE SIZE: 2" DIA.
PUMP EFFICIENCY: 72% 2
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._______ _____ FROM LIFTOFF
PUMS0 SECS
i-F~ PUP OSC144 SEC 2 E
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wIKLIQUID TEMPERATURE PROFIkt'ES LHI-IN. FOAM INSULATIJN FEEDLI NES -
PUMP HEAD INPUT - 3 BTU/SEC




























CONCLUSIONS REGARDING ORBIT INJECTION PROPELLANT SUPPLY
* CONTINUOUS BLEED PRESSURIZATION COMPARABLE TO
INTERMITTENT PRESSURIZATION
* COMMON VENT AND PRESSURIZATION LINES SATISFACTORY
* ON-BOARD PREPRESSURIZATION IS LOW PENALTY (HELIUM OR HYDROGEN)
I PRESSURIZATION NOT SENSITIVE TO INSULATION THICKNESS
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FEED ACPS SCHEMATIC
'%f.~00- s- BELLOWS
STORAGE TANK FULLY EXPANDED
(P * 500 LB/IN?)
ONE PROPELLANT SYSTEM SHOWN
OTHER PROPELLANT SYSTEM SIMILAR
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EFFECT OF CHAMBER PRESSURE













30 - 1850 LB THRUSTERS
iX~
150 250 350












































ACPS LO2 PROPELLANTS - OPTIMIZATION
OF SUPERCRITICAL STORAGE PRESSURE
700 800 900 1,000

















COMPARISON OF TURBOPUMPS AND PUMPS WITH ELECTRIC MOTORS
THREE INSTALLED SETS* FOUR INSTALLED SETS*
USING USING SEPARATE APU USING USING SEPARATE APU
TURBOPUMP CON6EPT(S) ONBOARD TURBINE/GENERATOR ONBOAP D TURBINE/GENERATORTURBOPUMP CONCEPT(S)' ~ ~~~APUs APUs
COMPONENT WT COMPONENT WT WT WT WT
H2 TURBOPUMP (3) 75 H2 PUMPS 69.0 69.0 64.0 64.0
(6 = 3.80-LB/SEC AT (3.80 LB/SEC AT
1043-PSIA SP EACH) 1043-PSI &P EACH)
02 TURBOPUMP (3) 124 02 PUMPS 10.0 10.0 9.0 9.0
(6 = 14.81 LB/SEC AT (14.81 LB/SEC AT
940-PSIA AP EACH) 940-PSI AP EACH)
H2 AND 02 FOR 125/595 H2 PUMP MOTORS 546.0 546.0 364.0 364.0
COOLING AND HEATING 02 PUMP MOTORS 119.0 119.0 75.0 75.0
H AND 02 FOR 85GENERATOR WEIGHT 774.0 774.0 516.0 516.02 02 FOR (3 AT 360 Kw)
DRIVING TURBINES DELETE GENERATOR -60.0 0 -60 0(500-SEC DURATION) ON APU
SEPARATE TURBINES/ 0 168.0 0 214.0
COMBUSTORS/CONTROLS
H2 AND 02 TO DRIVE
2 2 ~~~~119.0 119.0 i 19e0 119.0APU TURBINES (500 SEC) 119.0 119.0 119.0
TOTAL 409/880 1577.0 1805.0 1087.0 1361.0
^1 OUT OF 3 MUST OPERATE (EACH SET SIZED FOR
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CANDI DATE DESIGN CONCEPTS
OUTER SCREEN SUPPORT LINER
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.TYPICAL INLET PORT DETAIL
GASKETS, TEFLON



































LNEROEW PROPELLANT ACQUISITION DEVICE CONFIGURATION
3
DIAMETER = 12 FT
61 DIAMETER = 10 FT
3
4 ( } ) 516l 
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= 190 LB/SEC 2
= 32.4 LB/SEC 2
= DISTANCE BETWEEN THE
I I I
FURTHER MOST HEADS
02 (TANK DIA =10 FT, LMAX = 2 3 .56 FT, 3/4ARC)
_ _ _ _ _ __ __ I I I I 
~<~. (TANK DIA = 12FT., L = 27.25 FT,I MAX' 3/4 ARC)1IL_. 
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LOVKNEAE COMPAR I SON OF LI QU I D/L I QUID AND GAS /GAS ATT I TU DE CONTROL
PROPELLANT SUPPLY
TYPE OF TYPE OF TYPE OF NO OF ACCUAT. BELLOWS MAX H2 bRY WEIGHT TOTAL SYSTEM
STORAGE FEED PUMP DRIVE GENS. CONTRACT. RATIO TEMP (°R) (LB) WEIGHT (LB)
SUBCRIT GAS TURBINE -_ - 3,009 11,198
SUPERCRIT GAS ... 5,713 14,053
SUBCRIT LIQUID TURBINE - 20 54 3,580 11,718
SUBCRIT LIQUID TURBINE - 20 72 5,199 12,991
SUBCRIT LIQUID TURBINE - 100 54 2,847 10,985
SUBCRIT LIQUID TURBINE - 100 72 3,121 10,913
SUBCRIT LIQUID MOTOR 3 20 54 4,245 11,776
SUBCRIT LIQUID MOTOR 3 20 72 5,864 13,049
SUBCRIT LIQUID MOTOR 3 100 54 3,512 11,043
SUBCRIT LIQUID MOTOR 3 100 72 3,786 10,971
SUBCRIT LIQUID MOTOR 4 20 54 4,077 11,608
SUBCRIT LIQUID MOTOR 4 20 72 5,696 12,881
SUBCRIT LIQUID MOTOR 4 100 54 3,344 10,875
SUBCRIT LIQUID MOTOR 4 100 72 3,618 10,803
SUBCRIT L IQU ID MOTOR 4 100 72 ~ ~ 3,681,0
D04878
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CONCLUSIONS REGARDING ATTITUDE CONTROL
PROPULSION SUPPLY
e SUBCRITICAL STORAGE RESULTS IN SUBSTANTIALLY LOWER
DRY WEIGHTS THAN SUPERCRITICAL STORAGE
* LIQUID/LIQUID ACPS CAN HAVE COMPARABLE WEIGHTS TO
GAS/GAS ACPS, DEPENDING UPON BELLOWS CONTRACTION
RATIOS
e ELECTRICAL MOTOR-DRIVEN PUMPS ARE APPLICABLE TO
THE ACPS SUBSYSTEM
* PROPELLANT ACQUISITION FOR THE ACPS IS A MAJOR
TECHNOLOG I CAL PROBLEM
D04886
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AUXILIARY POWER UNIT SUPPLY SYSTEMS
APPROACH TO AUXILIARY POWER UNIT
EVALUAT I ONS (NON I NTEGRATED)
SUPPLY
q rl .r'. E*
,, -~ .
11-~
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-I.0 2 4 6 8 10
TIME FROM 400,000 FEET (100 SEC)
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H2 TO CONDITIONING AND2 PUMPING
H2 RES I DUALS AND VENTED
02 TO APU
02 TO CONDITIONING AND2PUMPING

























































H2 RES I DUALS AND VENTED
02 TO APU
02 TO CONDITIONING






































TOTAL (LBS.) 2,145 2, 253
D03444
2,394 2,484
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I MIXTURE RATIO (0.9)
3-450 HP 12-850 HP . 3-450 HP -5 HP 3- 4 0H 2-850 HP 3-450 HP 2- P.
818 831 818 825 1,331 1,370 1,562 1,605
SYSTEM








* SUBCRITICAL STORAGE RESULTS IN THE LOWEST
WEIGHT SUBSYSTEMS
* EFFECTS OF OSF RATIO ARE SMALL
* OPTIMUM TURBINE INLET PRESSURES:
- SUBCRITICAL AT HIGHER PRESSURES ( 900 PSIA)
- SUPERCRITICAL DEPENDENT UPON MIXTURE RATIO:
OSF 0.5 NEAR 300 PSIA
OfF 0.9 NEAR 600 PSIA
APU REACTANT ACQUISITION IMPOSES MAJOR PROBLEM
ON ACQUISITION DEVICES





FUEL CELL SUPPLY SYSTEMS
*U| *
SUPERCRITICAL FUEL CELL SUPPLY SYSTEM
-- I
YeMV-
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COMPARISON OF FUEL CELL SUPPLY - SYSTEM APPROACHES
SUPERCRITICAL SUBCRITICAL
T MIN.SUPPLY PRESSUREIT9/ I (p sia)20 100 200 20 >60(psia)
TANKAGE: 02 180 169 171 50 60
H2 115 113 114 79 90
COMPONENTS 199 199 199 311 311
REACTANTS: 02 1520 1450 1450 1520 1450
H2 184 175 175 184 175
RESIDUALS: 02 3.52 18.85 39. 1 19 36
H2 0.43 2.2 4.4 2 42
TOTAL 2202 2127 2153 2165 2126
D03424
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CONCLUSIONS REGARDING FUEL CELL
SUPPLY SUBSYSTEMSLUCKEKEE
* SUPERCRITICAL AND SUBCRITICAL SUPPLY SYSTEMS 
ARE APPROXI-
e SUPERCRITICAL AND SUBCRITICAL SUPPLY SYSTEMS ARE APPROXI-
MATELY THE SAME WEIGHT.
* THERE ARE NO ADVANTAGES TO A LOW-PRESSURE CELL SUPPLY.
* FUEL CELL SUPPLY SYSTEMS HAVE RELATIVELY HIGH COMPONENT
REPLACEMENTS BECAUSE OF THE EXTENDED DUTY CYCLES.
* FUEL CELL PURGING TO REMOVE HELIUM (WHICH HAS ENTERED












T * 520° (MA
f a 45-35 PSIA
LIFE SUPPORT CRYOGENI C SUPPLY
SYSTEM - SUPERCRITICAL
1) - 12.3 LB/DAY
' 8.4
LI/DAY (TY
TO H2 0 TANKS
FV02
LIFE SUPPORT CRYOGENIC SUPPLY
Kl-.£.,- SYSTEM - SUBCRITICAL
· 12.3 L'DAY
tL<J PRO! PRO! ~~~P t r14.7 PSIA TO CABIN
etPRO] L~tPO 4 PROI tPOI (2 r- _CU04-TOHTAK
svoI svoI sv0I
t 31PIO (MAN) (MAN) (MAN) v 5003 SV07
F-4PSAC21 45-55 P.'A 04PV4 
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LIFE SUPPORT SUBSYSTEM COMPARISON
ITEM SUPERCRITICAL SUBCRITICAL
SUBSYSTEM (LB) SUBSYSTEM (LB)
0 2 SUPPLY
* COMPONENTS 61.6 81.2
o LINES 7.3 7.3
o STORAGE TANK 8.4 3.4
- VACUUM SHELL PLUS INSULATION 3.6 3.6
N2 SUPPLY
COMPONENTS 85.5 110.4
o LINES 7.3 7°3
STORAGE TANK 10.8 4.8
- VACUUM SHELL PLUS INSULATION 4.3 5.2
CONDITIONING
TANK WEIGHT PENALTY 1.8 1.8
(FUEL CELL SYSTEM)
TOTAL DRY WEIGHT 190.6 LB 225.0 LB
FLUIDS
o USABLE 02 50.0 50.0
· USABLE N~) 65.0 65.0
* CONDITIONING CRYOGENS 6.0 6.0
o RESIDUALS 1.2 1.2
TOTAL FLUIDS 122.2 LB 122.2 LB






PURGISG, INERTING, AND PNEUMATIC SUPPLY












TO RL-10 H I
TO RL-10 H 2
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LUCUHEES PRELAUNCH PU RGING
e FLOW RATES ARE VEHICLE-DESIGNED DEPENDENT
PHASE B CONTRACTORS SELECTIONS RANGED FROM 25,000 TO 65,000
LB/HR (7 TO 18 LB/SEC).
. POSSIBLE APPROACHES INCLUDE:
e INTRODUCTION THROUGH LOW-PRESSURE DUCTS
* INTRODUCTION THROUGH MODERATE TO HIGH-
PRESSURE LINES WITH DIFFUSERS
EVALUATION RESULTS
9 LINE SIZES
10 LB/SEC - 3.5 IN.
20 LB/SEC- 4.5 IN.
* PRESSURE - 100 PSIA
D04519( 1)
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- HELIUM PURGE OF INSUWTION
I I.





dr _ ~ IL ~~AIR ENGINES COOLING
40,000 FT
iti' ' .! 500 840I 12 24 lil 48 72
LBEIL
oq lt
ATMOS PHERIC AND DEW OR FREEZING TEMPERATURES
FOR AIR
(MI D-.ATITUDES)
300 350 400 450 500























HELIUM PURGE OF INSULATION
I A
- STRUCTURE TEMPEI
_ -~ ~ --I I
RATURE 7
Tr = 70°f AT SEA LEVEL
i ~ ~~r J J 
t ~ ~ ~ , z 'Al
T - PURGE BAI TEMP ' SEA LEVEL
~ ~~~~ LAND d
.____1__START AIR STRUCTURE
ENGINES COOLING
- TF -DEW OR FREEZING 40, 000 FT
TEMP
12 I
i,2 , 24 - 36 48 60 .72




























VARIOUS TEMPERATURES VS TIME FROM HELIUM
PURGE OF INSULATION
7uu
4 T - HELIUM INLET TEMP
STRUCTURE TEMP
I
- HELIUM PURGE OF INSULATION
- ATMOSPHERIC ENTRY















Ii I I ii. ii
36 48 60 72 84
,Do4685 t - TIME FROM HELIUM PURGE OF INSULATION (MIN)
Uln
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HEAT LEAK PER UNIT AREA VS REENTRY TIME
LH2 TANKS WITH 1.0-IN. INSULATION
FOR
140 I.214U TI = 600°R, A = 0.246 LB/HR FT2
I A I
T = 500°R,w = 0.285 LB/HR FT2 TMIN 200°R TO 340°R 
120 = , __ _ 
-CLOSED PURGE BAG --
I
T = 4000 R, - = 0.361 LB/HR FT2AI
I~~~~~- 100 _I '
o ~~~ 2 ~~I ! T1 = 300R, A =C0.570 LB/HR FT I LAND
I T ~~~~~~~~IT~  ~  ~~~~~~~~~R
___I I J___ g / START
80 STRUCTURE -
MINIMUM PURGE BAG TEMP TMiN = 200°R - / COOLING
CIRCULATING GAS PURGE BAG / 
I , V
HELIUM PURGE OF INSULATION I
0i h - 70,000 FT- 
ATMOSPHERIC TIME t = 57 M -
ENTRY START AIR ENGINES, 40,000 FT
40 1 
0. 12 24 36 48 60 72 84
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PWRGtNG, INERTN, A PNEUMATICSUPPLY HELIUM' R RWP
SUBSYSTEM FUNCTION REENTRY REENTRY WITH PRESSURE TEMPERATURE FLOWRATE
WITHOUT LH2 IN TANKS (PSIA) (°R) (LB/SEC.)
LH2 IN TANKS (B)2((LB)(LB)
ENGINE
PNEUMATIC 60 60 1,500 490-600 6 (MAX)
AND PURGE
olps PNEUMATICOIPS . MATIC 5 5 1,500 490-600 0.6 (MAX)
VALVES
RL-I 0 PURGE a
OMPS/AC PS PNE UMAATIC
WITHOUT 1.7 1.7





H2 TANK 1.5-3 15 520 (INLET) < 0.01
INSULATION
PURGE 10 (INVENTORY) 15 520 (INLET) 0.02
PNEUMATIC
VALVES 0.95 0.95 700 , 460-600 < 0.01
APU PNEUMATIC 0.04 0.04 700 460-600 < 0.01EC/LSS____ VALVES 0.35 0. 35_700_460-600_<_0.01
FUEL CELL/ PNEUMATIC 0.35 0.35 700 460-600 < 0.01EC/LSS VALVES I _ I
D04472(1)
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I 10 100 1,000 0,000I 10 100 1,000 .10,000












WITHOUT TANK WITH TANK
SUBSYSTEM FUNCTION INERTING INERTING
(LB) (LB)
ORBIT INJECTION TANK INERTING 1,820
PROPULSION SUPPLY LEAKAGE PURGING 1,230 340 (ASCENT)
TANK INERTING 150
OMPS/ACPS LEAKAGE PURGING 66 35OMPS/ACPS
OXYGEN INSULATION
PURGING 4 4
APU LEAKAGE PURGING 13
FUEL CELL/ECLSS LEAKAGE PURGING 10




PURGING, I NERTING, AND PNEUMATIC SUPPLY
(1) WITH LH2 IN OMPS (I) V/ITH LH2 IN OMPS
TANK DURING TANK DURING
REENTRY REENTRY
(2) WITH RECIRCULA- (2) NO RECIRCULATION W/O LH2 IN OMPS TANK
TION OF PURGE OF DURING REENTRY OR
BAG He PURGE BAG He VACUUM-JACKATED
STORAGE STORAGE STORAGE
ITEM AT LH AMBIENT AT LH AMBIENT AT LH AMBIENT2 2 2
TEMPERATURE STORAGE TEMPERATURE STORAGE TEMPERATURE STORAGE
HELIUM REQUIREMENTS 80 80 72 12 70 70
CONDITIONING REACTANTS:
02 127 127 12 14 12 14
H2 127 127 12 14 12 14
TANKAGE 310(433) 1,060 280 (390) 1,060 270 (379) ! 1,40
COMPONENTS 402 408 327 333 327 333
RESIDUAL HELIUM 133 33 125 25 122 24
TOTAL DRY 712 (835 1,468 607(717) 1,393 596(706) 1,373
TOTAL FLUID 467 367 221 125 216 122
TOTAL 1,179 (1,302) 1,835 828 (9A 1,518 812 (22) 1,495
- ~ D04504 (1)
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(2) W/O H2 LEAKAGE PURGING
(1) W/O H2 TANK INERTING
(2) W/O H2 LEAKAGE PURGING
(1) W/O H2 TANK INERTING
(2) WITH H2 LEAKAGE PURGING
(1) WITH H2 TANK INERTING
(2) WITH H2 LEAKAGE PURGING
(I) W/O H2 TANK INERTING
(2) w/O OIPS LEAKAGE
PURGING
SUB- SUPER- AMBIENT SUB- SUPER- AMBIENT SUB- SUPER- AMBIENT SUB- SUPER AMBIENT SUB- SUPER AMBIENTI TEM CRITICALCRITICA L STORAGE CRITICAL CRITICAL STORAGE CRITICAL CRITI CAL STORAGE CRITICAL CRITICAL STORAGE
N2 REQUIREMENTS:
INERTING 11 11 I1 11 11 11 10 10 10 1,980 1,980 1,980 10 10 10
PURGING _ _ _ 4 4 4 1, 320 1,320 1,320 400 400 400 84 84 84
TOTAL N2 11 11 I1 IS 15 15 1,330 1,330 1,330 2,380 2,380 2,380 94 94 94
CONDITIONING
REACTANTS:
02 0.8 0.77 0.77 66 65 65 118 116 116 4.6 4.5 4.5
H2 0.8 0.77 6.77 66 65 65 118 116 116 4.6 4.5 4.5
TAN KAGE 2 3 20 2.25 4.25 27 25 250 2,300 45 444 4,120 5 18 140
OTHER COMPONENTS 90 138 113 170 183 158 213 203 179 269 238 214 213 203 179
TRAPPEDN - - - - - - 26 119 18 47 211 30 2 8 1.5
TOTALODRY WEI GHT 92 141 133 172.25 187.25 185 238 453 2,479 314 682 4,334 218 221 319
TOTAL FLUID WEIGHT 11 11 11 16.6 16.5 16.5 1,488 1,581 1,480 2,663 2,827 2,646 105 II! 104











LECKNMEA SYSTEMS INTEGRATION APPROACH
DEVELOPED GENERAL CONCEPTS
* SUBSYSTEM STORAGE COMBINATIONS (30 CASES)
* LINES





DEVELOPED CONCEPT BLOCK FLOW CHARTS






COMMON CRYOGENS STORAGE IS PRIMARY MODE OF
INTEGRATION - 8 SYSTEMS
* SUBCRITICAL TANKS
* SUPERCRITICAL TANKS
SECONDARY INTEGRATION MODES - 16 SYSTEMS
* PUMPS - COMMON OR SEPARATE
AT TANK
AT ENG I NE

















01 PS MAX 532,000 2, 374 86,000 396 EARLY
MIN 360,000 593 60,000 99
OMPS MAX 27,000 38 5,400 8 EARLY
MI N 18,300 13 3,700 4 LATE
MAX 6, 900 26 2,150 7.0 MOST EARLY
ACPS MIN 2,000 2 500 0.5 SOME CONT.
SOME LATE
ABE MAX 2,800 5.0
MIN 1,500 1.0 LATE
FUEL CELL MAX 1,450 o0053 175 .0006 CONTINU-
MIN 730 .0008 90 .0001 OUSLY
APU 500 .25 525 .29 EARLY
- " ~ 100 .02 100 .02 LATE
83 .0001 CONTI NU-


























379 SS., 341 PULS I NG
MR = 3.52
P = 300 PS IA,
MR 0.9
(I) BASED ON RL-IO IS FOR COMPARISON - HIGHER VALUES CAN BE READILY ACHIEVED
(2) J-ASED ON A A V SPLIT WHICH DEVOTES 185 FT/SEC TO THE ACPS
(3) TOTAL IMPULSE = 1,687,000 LB/SEC S. S. , 1,018,000 LB/SEC PULSING
(4) THESE VALUES RESOLVE TO 02= 5,230 AND H2 = 1,310 DELIVERED
AT THE THRUSTER FOR ISP = 430 S.S. AND 388 PULSING
-(5) OTHER VALUES USED DEPENDING ON INTEGRATION MODES AT MR = 0.9










II ll IV V VI VII VIII REF
SUBCRITICAL OMPS O MPS |[OMPS OMPS o1 os1 o 1 MP
ACPS ACPS AC




SUPERCRITICAL [C 1 APU ACPS FC ACPS 1
ECLS 1E/II FC APU EC/LSS APU 




DRY (INERT) WT 8,678 9,155 8,895 9,373 8,854 12,705 9,410 12,424 9,936
CRYOGENS 40,020 39,803 39,415 39,780 40,549 41,035 39,691 40,363 39,754
TOTAL 48,698 48,958 48,H0 49,153 49,403 53,740 49,101 52,789 49,690
NO. OFCOMPONENTS 375 451 679 608 433 431 519 488 774CO O.NENTS
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SUBCRITICAL HELIUM NO COMPARTMENTE[
____ I L _____ [~WITH HEADSJ
OMPS SAME OMPS OMPS OMPS
_ _ _ _ _ _ SAM E
REFILL
ACPS PLUS
APU GO2 GH2 YES NONEREFILL PUMPFC REFILL PUMP ACPS ACPS ACPS
EC/LSS PUMP AT APU APU APU











































































































































LECKNEEO SUMMARY OF WEIGHTS AND COMPONENTS
Integrated Ia lb IC 11a lib IMa Ilb IVa IVb IVe Va Vb Via VIb VI/ VIHl I Ref
Systems I $I
Inert/ Inert/ Inert/ Inert/ Inert/ Inert/ Inert/ Inert/ Inert/ Inert/ Inert/ Inert/ Inert/ Inert/ Inert/ Inert/ Inert/
Subsystem Cryogens Cryogens Cryogens Cryogens Cryogens Cryogens Cryogens Cryogens Cryogens Cryogens Cryogens Cryogens Cryogens Cryogens Cryogens Cryogensryogew
OIPS 3,298 3,298 3,298 3,298 3,298 3,298 3,298 3,298 3,298 3,298 3,298 3,298 3,298 3,298 3,298 3,298 3,731
OMPS.
3,946/ 3,946/ 13,946/ 4,763/ 4,733/ 2,084/ 2,126/ 2,084/ 2,084/ 2,128/ 2,084/ 2,021/
'37,003 37,003 37,003 36,673 37,003 29,143 29,022 29,143 29,143 29,022 29,143 29,129
5,283/ 5,497/ 2,763/
APU .5,380/ 5,983/ 6,123/ 38, 128 38,781 877/ 1,601/ 410/ 6468/ 8,191
40,020 39,858 40,172 737 828 '2,129/ 2,129/ 8,994 9,547 '77/
1 1,777 2,777 737
FC 481/
574/ 574/ 574/ 574/ 2,129/ 3,472/ 3,450/ 7,323/ .,287/ 1,646
EC/1..&SS j 1,675 1,675 1,675 1,675 2,777 11,406 10,950 11,892 11,892 1,644
574/ 574/
1,675 1,675 63/51
Total 8,678/ 9,281/ 9,421 9,155/ 9,369/ 8,695/ 9,419/ 9,373/ 10,190/ 10,160/ 8,854/ 8,878/ 12,705/ 10,669/ 9,410/ 12,424/ 9,936/
40,020 39,858 .40,172 39,803 40,456 39,415 39,506 39,780 39,450 39,780 40,549 39,972 41,035 41,035 39,691 40.365 39,754
Number of 'Numbnerof (1) 375 396 422 451 477 679 622 608 634 608 433 443 431 484 519 488 774Compoonett
(1) Does not include OIPS components
D04456
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01PS PREPRESSURANT CHANGES
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OMPS PREPRESSURANT SYSTEM CHANGES
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'~ l ~ FUEL CELL TO CRYOGENS HEAT TRANSFER SYSTEM
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Alternate System Reqired
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,U - ~REFILL COMPARISON FOR ACPS + FC + APU + ECILSS
NO REF ILL REFILL WEIGHT
02 TANK 1,020 280 -740
INSULATION 8 3 -5
VACUUM JACKET 59 16 -43
H2 TANK 3,600 2,240 -1,360
INSULATION 61 39 -22
VACUUM JACKET 217 138 -79
02 RES I DUAL 515 113 -402
142 RES I DUAL 203 72 -131
ADDED COMPONENTS - 370 +370
ADDED CONDITIONING - 53 +53
ADDED STORAGE, OMPS TANKS - 123 +123
ACQUISITION - 200 +200









* LIMITS HELIUM USE
* PROVIDES FINITE ACQUISITION METHOD
0 PERMITS ELIMINATION OF VACUUM JACKETING
DISADVANTAGES:
* HEAVY
* DUTY CYCLE RESTRICTED









SUPPLY HELIUM REQU I REMENTS




HELIUM WEIGHT PRESSURE TEMPERATURE FLOW RATE
SUBSYSTEM FUNCTION (LB) (PSIA) (°R) (LB/SEC)
OIPS ENGINE 60 1500 490-600 6 (MAX)
PNEUMATIC
AND PURGE






ACPS VALVES 0.95 500-700 460-600 < 0.01
APU VALVE 0.04 500-700 460-600 < 0.01
FC/EC/LSS 0.35 500-700 460-600 < 0.01
VALVES
H2 TANK 45 18(MIN) 37 0.4 (MAX) (1 )
PRESSURIZATION
02 TANK 6 20 (MIN) 165 0.046 (MAX) ( I )
PRESSURI ZATION
CASE Ila INTEGRATED PURGING, PNEUMATIC, AND
PRESSURIZATION SUPPLY HELIUM REQUIREMENTS
HELIUM WEIGHT PRESSURE TEMPERATURE FLOW RATE
SUBSYSTEM FUNCTION (LB) (PSIA) (°R) (LB/SEC)
OIPS ENGINE 60 1500 490-600 6 (MAX)
PNEUMATIC
AND PURGE
PNEUMATIC 5 500-700 490-600 0.6 (MAX)
VALVES
OMPS/ACPS H2 TANK 10 15 520 (INLET) 0.02(PUMPS-AT-TANKS) INSULATION
PURGE WITH
LH2 IN TANK
PNEUMATIC 0.95 500-700 460-600 < 0.01
VALVES
H2 TANK PRESSURE 43 22 (MIN) 37 0.4 (MAX)
02 TANK PRESSURE 5 2(MIN) 165 0.046 (MAX)
APU PNEUMATIC 0.04 500-700 460-600 <0.01
H2 TANK PRESSURE 15 31 37 < 0.09
02 TANK PRESSURE 1 31 165 < 0.01












HELIUM WEIGHT PRESSURE TEMPERATURE FLOW RATE
SUBSYSTEM FUNCTION (LB) (PSIA) (°R) (LB/SEC)
OIPS ENGINE 60 1500 490-600 6 (MAX)
PNEUMATIC
AND PURGE
PNEUMATIC 5 500-700 490-600 0.6 (MAX)
VALVES





H TANK INSULA- 10 15 520 (INLET) 0.02
TION PURGE WITH
LH2 IN TANK
PNEUMATIC 0.95 500-700 460-600 < 0.01
VALVES
H2 TANK PRESSURE 115 31 37 0.6(2)
02 TANK PRESSURE 28 3 53 0.046(2)
APU PNEUMATIC 0.04 500-700 460-600 <0.01
H2 TANK PRESSURE 15 31 37 < 0.09
02 TANK PRESSURE 1 31 165 < 0.11
FC/EC/LSS PNEUMATIC 0.35 500-700 460-600 <0.01
(1) MODIFIED FOR USE OF RL-10 ENGINES FOR THE OMPS.
(2) BASED ON H2 AT 8.5 LB/SEC AND 02 AT 45.5 LB/SEC
urm D04932 
,oCKE,
HELIUM SUPPLY TANK AND USABLE HELIUM WEIGHT
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TOTAL 828 1,197 162 198 356 860 1,100 ,267
WEIGHT SAVINGS 130 295 286
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COMPATIBILITY BETWEEN PROPELLANT USAGE
UNCERTAINTY AND PROPELLANT USAGE CONTROLLiscumf.o





ADD 170 LB LH
ADD 238 LB 102
ADD 82 LB LO2
107 LB LH2
I1 I
\N H2 CONTROL CAPABILITY 






-_ 1.50... .. .. . ... __
4.6 4.8 5.0
02 CONTROL CAPABI LITY-
I
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_. . . V,
.I NTEG RATED OMPSIACPSIAPUIFCIECILSS WITH
COMMON PUMPS
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SUBCRITI CAL APU CRYOGENIC SUPPLY SUBSYSTEM
LEOCKHIE
D04483
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INTEGRATED SUPERCRITICAL FUEL CELL/LIFE SUPPORT SUBSYSTEM
L UG1KE
D04480
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LOCKNEE
-2 lm~ INTEGRATED OMPSIACPS WITH PUMP-AT-ENGINE
D04481
llm








L·EK "' INTEGRATED SYSTEMS RESULTS
e WEIGHT PENALTY OF 600 LB FOR USING TWO RL-10
ENGINES INSTEAD OF LIQUID-FED OMPS THRUSTERS
e WEIGHT PENALTY OF ISO LB FOR A START TANK SYSTEM
* FULLY INTEGRATED SYSTEM IS LIGHTEST AND HAS
FEWER COMPONENTS (la)
* SYSTEM WITH SEPARATE SUBCRITICAL APU IS NEXT
LIGHTEST - LARGE COMPONENT COUNT (IIla)
* VACUUM JACKET ON OMPS TANKS RESULTS IN
WEIGHT PENALTY OF 550-TO-750 LB
* INTEGRATED SYSTEMS CAUSE DIFFICULT
ACQUISITION PROBLEMS




LUKNEE INTEGRATED SYSTEM RESULTS (Cont'd)
* REFILL OF SUPERCRITICAL TANKS SAVES 2000 LB, BUT
INTRODUCES DISADVANTAGES ORIGINALLY ELIMINATED BY
USE OF SUPERCRITICAL STORAGE
o ASCENT TANKS USABLE FOR HEAT SINK PRIOR TO DEPLOYMENT
OF RADIATORS
* ACCENT TANKS CAPABLE OF PREPRESSURIZATION FROM ACPS
ACCUMULATORS
* ECILSS HEAT USABLE FOR FUEL CELL REACTANT CONDITIONING
s COMMON PUMPS CAPABLE OF SUPPLYING LIQUID TO OMPS
AND TO ACPS CONDITIONERS




REUSABI LITYIRELIABI LITY EVALUATIONS
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TYPICAL FAILURE|L"EE~lI
OMPSIACPS SYSTEMS (PUMP -AT-ENG INE) - SYSTEM
70 80 90 100



















COMPONENTS REPLACED: SEQUENTIAL PUMP-RUN SCHEDULE
FLIGHT 21; PR01 
FLIGHT 43; PROI 
FLIGHT 64; PRO01, PRO2 




l / _ I . I I
~~~/ .COMPONENTS REPLACED:
FLIGHT 22; PR01
~~~~~~~~~/ _ ~FLIGHT 43; PR)l
..___ J __.__ /FLIGHT 64; PRO01 _
FLIGHT 73; SVO3A, SV038, PS4
0010-0/~~~~~~~ ~FLIGHT 85; PR01
FLIGHT 96; SVWA, SV12A
_ _ _ _ I I0
0 10 20 30 40 50 60
_ll_______l____la____________·PI __n 





OMPSIACPS SYSTEMS (PUMP-AT-TANK) - SYSTEM II I
20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100


















I I I I I
COMPONENTS REPLACED: (SINGLE REPLACEMENTS)
FLIGHT 64; PRO1, PR02
FLIGHT 71; SV04A, SV04B, PS03.I~ ~~ I
SEQUENTIAL PUMP-RUN SCHEDULE-ULE-
/ ol~ \PRESELECTED PUMP-RUN SCHEDULE
______ /COMPONENTS REPLACED: (SINGLE REPLACE MENTS)
/ _ ~~~~~~~~~FLIGHT 64; PRO], PR02
FLIGHT 71; SV04A, SV04B, PS03, SV09
FLIGHT 93; SVO6A
_ _ _  _ _ _~ ,, , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ I I I I,0
0 10
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COMPARISON OF PUMP-AT-TANK AND PUMP-AT-ENGINE -




BO ~ FLIGHT 64; PR01, PR02
FLIGHT 73; SV03A, SV03B, PS04
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PROJECTED NUMBER OF FLIGHT MISSIONS
D9446 7
11m
I NTEGRATED FUEL CELL AND ENVI RONMENTAL CONTROL -
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
42X-;-r tt-r+4-t-1-i l-iJ4;4_=t-J t t4441iX t t-e~t-- ~ t+**-)-.~1-t-'. tt' ?*, -t--' 'I+-i~~I COMPONENT REPLACEMENTS: (AT GROUND SERVICING FOR FLIGET INDICATED) _,
FLIGHT 26 - CU02 CU03, CUO1 +tt , +. t .t*. ..- ,
-; e FLIGHT 43 - OU04 ;-. ;-.4 :-t ;
·60o FLIGHT 46 - PPOlA, PPO1B, PP01C tT.. '. ~%Tt.
FLIGHT 51 - CU02, GU03, CUO1 .. .. "*~ . '
FLIGHT 64 - PRO5s PRO6, PR02A, PR02B, PR02C0 ......... ,.....,......





FLIGHT 76 CU023 CU03, CUO1 '-' '- ....,
FLIGHT 85 - PT02, CU04 .. ' .. ,.,...;-
FLIGHT 91 - PP31A, .PO.B.. P. -? .~,  C, *a ,:$.T
I - [~:t~ ,-4--,4*44t- t!-'<*~..-{-%-~4 ..- + -t +"'-f -* '4 ........ + j-t-+ t '-' ...... t+if4 _....*.'..*.
.400 ,
¢~b-I~~~~~ 't
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PROI, PR02,PR05, PR06, PR07, PR08, PR09A, PR09B,
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COMPARISON OF RELATIVE RELIABILITY
OF SYSTEM I, SYSTEM I11, AND
NONINTEGRATED SYSTEMS (PUMP-AT-ENGINE)
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EFFECT OF OPERATIONAL MODE
AS COMPARED TO INTEGRATION METHOD




I I I I I
INTEGRATED VEHICLE SYSTEM (SPA) (0.026193) -
I_ I I I I
SYSTEM THREE (SPA) (0.023469)
\I SEQUEI ITIAL OPERATION
.YW I I _ _
ann I \ IW \ 
.700 
.600 7 X X P/ESELECTED OPERATION
.600 or
.500 / / 
400/_.__ NONINTEGRATED SYSTEM (PPA) (0.00897 2)
/ 40/ - SYSTEM THREE (PPA) (0.008416)
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* COMPONENT REPLACEMENT REQUIREMENTS AS A RESULT
OF WEAROUT ARE RELATIVELY LOW
* INTEGRATION
RELIABILITY,
HAS A SIGNIFICANT EFFECT ON PER-FLIGHT
BUT LITTLE ON RELIABILITYIREUSABILITY
* OPERATIONAL MODE IUSE OF REDUNDANCY) HAS A
SIGNIFICANT EFFECT ON RELATIVE RELIABILITY, AND





INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL APPROACH
EACH SUBSYSTEM AND INTEGRATED SYSTEM EXAMINED FOR INSTRUMENTATION
AND CONTROL AND MODIFIED ACCORDINGLY.
* DETAILED INFORMATION PROVIDED FOR
- INTEGRATED OMPSIACPS SUPPLY
- SUBCRITICAL AUXILIARY POWER
- INTEGRATED FUEL CELLILIFE SUPPORT SUPPLY
* INFORMATION CONSISTS OF:
- FUNCTIONAL FLOW
- EVENT FLOW CHART 
- CONTROL SCHEMATICS FOR EACH MAJOR SUBSYSTEM ;
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TYPICAL REENTRY STRUCTURAL TEMPERATURES (HIGH CROSSRANGE)
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(TYPICAL DUTY CYCLE - 17TH ORBIT RENDEZVOUS)-
14
13 SINGLE TANKS
12 VAPOR PRESSURE - 16 PSIA





































OaIUIIEEEU EFFECTS OF PRESSURE CONTROL APPROACH ON OMPS LH2 TANK
EXPULSION PRESSURE - 28 PSIA
VENT PRESSURE - 23 PSIA (OR EQUIVALENT VAPOR PRESSURE)
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RESULTS USING
TEMPERATURE CONTROL























COMPAR I SON OF EFFECTS ON OM PS FROM
PRESSURIZATION AND INSULATION VARIABLES
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WERNFE CONCLUS I ONS RELATED TO COMPONENTS MECHANICAL AND ELECTR I CAL
· COMPONENTS ARE AVAILABLE AND PRESENT TECHNOLOGY
SATISFACTORY FOR MOST APPLICATIONS.
* COMPONENT REPLACEMENT AS A RESULT OF WEAROUT WILL
NOT BE SEVERE.
* LIFETIME FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH ORGANIC MATERIALS IS
MAJOR CAUSE FOR REPLACEMENT.
* COMPONENT FAILURES BY WEAROUT MOST LIKELY IN:
SEATS
BELLOWS AND DIAPHRAGMS.
· COMPONENT LEAKAGES CAN BE "MODERATE" TO "HIGH".
· DISCONNECTS SHOULD BE IMPROVED.
D04889
lim
CONCLUS I ONS RELATED TO COMPONENTS I NSTRUMENTATI ON AND CONTROL
PRESSURE SWITCHES REQUIRE IMPROVEMENT.
. LIQUID-HYDROGEN PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS ARE NEEDED.
CONTROL OF LH2 TANK VENTING BY TEMPERATURE IS DESIRABLE.
* ZERO-g SENSING DEVICES ARE NOT NECESSARY.




CONCLUSIONS RELATED TO COMPONENTS TANKAGE AND FEEDLINES
* TANKAGE REUSABILITY APPROACHES ARE SATISFACTORY, BUT
FRACTURE MECHANICS DATA ARE SHORT.
* ACCUMULATOR WEIGHT REDUCTION IS DESIRABLE (COMPOSITE
TANKS).
* FEEDLINE COMPONENTS ARE CAPABLE OF DESIRED CYCLE LIFE.
* FEEDLINE WEIGHTS CAN BE REDUCED BY ALUMINUM FEEDLINES
WITH STAINLESS STEEL EXPANSION JOINTS.
· VACUUM SEALOFF VALVE LIFETIME IMPROVEMENT IS NEEDED.
* FIBERGLASS SUPPORTS FAIL IN TENSION LOADING AT WARM END.
· PROPELLANT ACQUISITION IS A MAJOR PROBLEM.
D04892
lim
LRRNIFEA CONCLUS I ONS RELATED TO COMPONENTS I NSULATI ON
SUBSYSTEMS ARE NOT SENSITIVE TO:
MULTILAYER INSULATION TYPE
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF FOAM (WEIGHT TO PREVENT
AIR LIQUIFICATION AND EXCESSIVE ICING IMPORTANT).
* MULTILAYER INSULATION REQUIRES LITTLE DEVELOPMENT.
PROTECTION FROM ENVIRONMENT IS PRINCIPAL PROBLEM.
* REUSABLE GROUNDHOLD AND ASCENT (AND REENTRY)
INSULATION NEEDED.








PROPELLANT ACQUI S ISTI ON
MAJOR CRYOGENIC TECHNOLOGY REQUIRING ADVANCEMENT
CONSIDERATIONS
* ADVERSE ACCELERATION REQUIREMENTS ARE HIGH, PROBABLY
REQUIRING MULTIPLE SCREENS
SEVERE START TRANSIENTS
* GAS INGESTION MAY NOT BE EXCLUDABLE
* THERMAL PROBLEMS IN SUBCOOLED SYSTEMS MAY NOT BE AS
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LEEKHKEE
LEKNEEE TECHNOLOGY EVALUATION SUMMARY
MECHANICAL AND ELECTR I CAL COMPONENTS
VALVES AND REGULATORS REQUIRE LITTLE TECHNOLOGY ADVANCE-
MENTS OTHER THAN DESIGN IMPROVEMENTS. DISCONNECTS
NEED ADVANCEMENT.
* CRYOGENIC-COOLED ELECTRICAL MOTORS TECHNOLOGY
ADVANCEMENT (AND RELATED ALTERNATORS)
ATTITUDE CONTROL PROPELLANT SUPPLY PUMP:
LINEAR START TRANSIENT
LOW HEAT SOAK BACK
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TECHNOLOGY EVALUATION SUMMARY
INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL
* PRESSURE SWITCH UFETIME IMPROVEMENT
· LIQUID-HYDROGEN PRESSURE TRANSDUCER DEVELOPMENT
· LEAKAGE-DETECTION DEVICES
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![IKHNEE TECHNOLOGY EVALUATION SUMMARY
TANKAGE AND FEEDLI NES
· REUSABLE COMPOSITE TANKAGE FOR ACCUMULATOR
WEIGHT REDUCTION
· IMPROVEMENTS IN VACUUM SHELLS FOR LARGE TANKS
· ALUMINUM FEEDLINE TECHNOLOGY
* VACUUM SEALOFF VALVE IMPROVEMENT
D04896
lim
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TECHNOLOGY EVALUATION SUMMARY
INSULATION
* MULTILAYER INSULATION DOES NOT REQUIRE SIGNIFICANT
TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT. SOME DESIRABLE PROGRAMS
ARE:
"BREATHING" TYPE DEVICE TO REMOVE WATER AND
MOISTURE IN AREAS WHERE REENTRY PURGING IS NOT
REQUIRED.
PURGING STUDIES TO IMPROVE ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES.
GROUNDHOLD, ASCENT, AND REENTRY INSULATION
IMPROVEMENT (FOAMS, SURFACE TENSION, ETC.)
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TECHNOLOGY EVALUATION SUMMARY
ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES
· PRESSURIZATION ANALYTICAL T1CHNIQUES
* CRYOGENIC UQUID-STRATIFICATION ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES,
COUPLED WITH PRESSURIZATION
· IMPROVEMENTS IN ANALYSIS OF INSULATION PURGING AND
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TECHNOLOGY EVALUATION SUMMARY
BAS I C DATA
D HELIUM SOLUBILITY IN CRYOGENICS
· HYDROGEN FLAME DATA (LOW LEAKAGE)
· FRACTURE MECHANIC DATA FOR TANKAGE REUSABILITY
* GENERAL BELLOWS DATA
· ORGANIC MATERIALS LIFETIME DATA FOR SHUTTLE DUTY CYCLE






· LIQUID/LIQUID ATTITUDE CONTROL EVALUATION
· ELECTRICAL INTEGRATION OF CRYOGENIC SUBSYSTEMS (AIRCRAFT
APPROACH -MAXIMIZATION OF ELECTRICAL MOTORS)
* CRYOGENIC COOLING SUBSYSTEM FOR ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL,
HYDRAULICS, ETC.
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